
When Customers or Auditors Look Up  
Do They Say “Yuck” 

 

Restaurants, offices, hospitals, bakeries, clean their floors 
daily.  What about those ceilings?  Customers waiting for 
service or food look around, including up.  Health inspectors 
and corporate auditors see dirty ceilings as a poor reflection 
on the food being prepared.  Clients in offices look at the 
ceiling while waiting for a meeting.  Dirty vents cause 
concerns about air quality.  Family members in hospital 
cafeterias wonder if a dirty ceiling reflects on the quality of care being given to their loved 
o n e . 
 
Clean Ceil ings at a Low Cost is an Option 
Owners and managers should not be afraid to look at their ceilings. Ceil ings can look 
professional without the expense of replacing them!   

 
The appearance of a ceiling can be improved immensely by 
cleaning the tiles, covering rusted & stained metal t-bars, and 
replacing rusted vents.    Routine cleaning of ceilings can 
improve its appearance 70-80% without damage   overnight 
and prolong its life.   

 
Metal t-bars which hold ceiling tiles can become grossly 

stained and rusted in busy kitchens, cafeteria, and bakeries.  Replacing the t-bars can be 
costly and require a restaurant to close.  
 
Install Vinyl Grid Cover, Not New T-Bar 
Installation of vinyl grid covers can usually be completed in 1-2 nights.  Metal air diffusers 
and returns can be replaced with vinyl ones that clean 
easily and do not rust.  No permits are required to 
give the ceiling a new look. 
 
Customers Should Remember Service 



 . . .Not Ceil ings 
Cleaning, installation of grid covers, replacement of rusted and stained vents can create a 
new look for a kitchen, office, cafeteria, or any place with a tired, dirty looking ceiling.  A 
small investment of time and money has outstanding results.  A positive impression on 
customers, health inspectors and corporate auditors brings positive returns.   

 


